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Derivatives markets emblematically reflect the rise of finance in modern capitalism (Bryan and Rafferty, 2006; Wigan, 2009, a multi-faceted process known as financialisation (Engelen, 2008). The notional value of global over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives was $553 trillion at the end of June 2015 (BIS, 2015). This huge sum raises questions concerning why individuals use derivatives and how these practices spread differentially across the world.

In this chapter, I examine how the expansion of derivatives markets, actors and technologies in Italy caused havoc amongst local governments, one the most important institutions of democratic life. By examining this case study, I argue that specific political struggles shape the global growth of derivatives – and financial innovation more broadly – into a complex and uneven process. Whether implicitly or explicitly, mainstream financial theory considers the development of derivatives markets in an historical terms. It refers to how derivatives and their speculative mechanisms provide investors with useful solutions to hedge risk in a calculated manner (Greenspan, 2003). Against this orthodox narrative, I demonstrate that actual politics and power relations underlie market-based financial innovation and its crisis-prone nature (Nölke, Heires and Bieling, 2013; Konings, 2010).

The analysis proceeds in three steps. In the first section, I rethink derivatives markets, instruments and actors as a universe of accounting deception. This facet of derivatives is very apt in the context of power
struggles. In the second section, I examine the political-strategic reasons underpinning Italian municipalities and their overexposure to interest rate swaps. In the third section, I conclude by reviewing the current Italian scenario in a comparative European perspective.

**<A>Derivatives: weapons of hedging efficiency, speculative disarray and accounting dissimulation**

What are derivatives? How do they work? Who are the actors using them and why?

According to a standard definition, a derivative contract is ‘a financial instrument whose value depends on (or derives from) the values of other, more basic, underlying variables’ (Hull, 2009, p. 1). In other words, the value of the derivative stems from the price volatility of its underlying asset. As mainstream textbooks (Hull, 2009; Kolb and Overdahl, 2007) commonly explain, there are four basic or ‘plain vanilla’ types of derivatives:

- *Forwards*, which are customised agreements between two parties to buy or sell an underlying asset at a specified price on a future date.
- *Futures*, which are similar to forwards but are standardised and traded on an organised exchange.
- *Options*, which are contracts that offers the buyer the right – but not the obligation – to buy (call options) or sell (put options) an underlying
asset at an agreed-upon price during a certain period of time or on a specific date.

• Finally, *swaps* are agreements between two parties to exchange the cash flows of different assets at a future date.

Other exotic types of derivatives alter these primary instruments to create more complex and ‘synthetic’ products.

For a long time in history, contracts similar to forwards, futures and options were traded primarily on agricultural products and commodities (Swan, 1999). However, particularly after the emergence of swaps in the early 1980s (Geisst, 2002, pp. 248–52), derivatives contracts on financial assets became the most widely traded instruments. Listed in descending order according to market size (BIS, 2015), modern derivatives refer to five different categories of underlying assets:
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• *Interest rate* such as interest rate swaps, interest rate futures and forward rate agreements.

• *Foreign exchange rate* such as currency swaps, currency futures, currency options and currency forwards.

• *Credit* such as credit default swaps, total return swaps and collateralised debt obligations.

• *Equity* such as stock options, warrants, index futures.

• *Commodity* such as commodity futures, commodity options and commodity swaps.
Other contracts are also traded on underlying variables such as property indexes, macroeconomic indicators, freight rates, weather forecast, CO₂ emissions and so on (Alizadeh and Nomikos, 2012; Sandor, 2012; Smith and Searle, 2010; Gurkaynak and Wolfers, 2006; Jewson and Brix, 2005). This indicates the possibility for derivatives-based techniques to be applied to many aspects of our economic, political, social and cultural reality (Bryan and Rafferty, 2011, 2006; Wigan, 2009; Shiller, 2003).

Derivatives contracts are bought and sold on two types of markets that differ in terms of trading arrangements, procedures and levels of risk. These two markets are: organised exchanges and OTC markets. An organised exchange is a centralised marketplace for buyers and sellers of derivatives contracts. Bids and offers can be based on an open out-cry system or on electronic trading. Today, most of the exchanges trade through computer-based platforms. Organised exchanges offer instruments that are standardised in terms of quantity, quality, expiration months, delivery terms and dates, minimum price fluctuations, daily price limits, trading days and hours. For this reason, contracts can be easily transferable to third parties through the market (Hull, 2009, pp. 1–2).

As Loader (2005) shows, the major benefit of organised exchanges is the use of the central counterparty system of clearing and settlements. Here, the clearing house sells the contract to the buyer and buys it from the seller, intermediating between the two parties by clearing and settling the contract. This method dramatically reduces the risk of default through the system of so-called margins according to which market participants are required to
register an account with the exchange from which money is withdrawn or credited according to the daily profits and losses. These margins are usually very low compared to the control over large amounts of underlying assets an individual can exert. This means that with a relatively small amount of cash, investors can enter into derivatives worth much more than the required initial margin deposits – a characteristic known as leverage (Hull, 2009, p. 15).

Contrary to organised exchanges, OTC markets are decentralised networks where financial institutions tailor instruments to fit certain requirements of their clients. Due to the benefits of trading custom-made products, OTC markets expanded overwhelmingly compared to formal exchanges. However, these markets have no central clearing house and contracts are instead privately negotiated between the two parties – an aspect which implies a considerably higher exposure to credit risk (Hull, 2009, p. 2). For this reason, initiatives were developed to minimise risk on OTC markets. For instance, contract details are subject to market standard documentation such as the Master Agreement by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA). In spite of this, it is evident that OTC markets simply function by linking various trading floors amongst the major financial institutions. There is ‘no central mechanism to limit individual or aggregate risk taking, leverage, and credit extension, and risk management is completely decentralized’ (Schinasi et al., 2000, p. 19). At the level of transparency, besides semi-annual surveys by central banks, ‘information about market concentration and who owns which risks is generally unavailable; at best, a trading desk might know that some institutions are

Why do derivatives exist? Who are the actors using them? The mainstream argument is that derivatives markets provide a fundamental function of risk management. To appreciate what derivatives-based risk management entails, let us refer to two examples of forward and futures contracts.

Imagine that instead of awaiting the crop to be ready and then trade wheat at the prevailing market price, a farmer and a miller agree in advance on a specific price, quantity and date of delivery of the wheat in the future. Once the crop is harvested and ready to be sold, the market-prevailing price at harvesting time could be either above or below the price previously agreed on in the contract. The first case favours the miller. In fact, because of the contract, she pays less for the wheat than what she would pay if buying the commodity at the market-prevailing price. The second case favours instead the farmer who, due to the contract, is being paid more that what others pay on the market. In spite of this seemingly one-sided bet against the future price of wheat, both parties gain in business certainty and price stability.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, merchants in Chicago revolutionised the modalities of forwards-like contracts and established the first market for futures contracts at the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). Futures are contracts in which all details are specified, making it easy to be
exchanged amongst traders. After the CBOT, other markets for futures soon flourished across the United States (US) (Markham, 2002, pp. 265–9). How does a futures market function?

An organised futures exchange is a centralised marketplace for buyers and sellers of futures contracts.² Let us imagine on 5 March the miller gives instruction to a broker to enter into a future to buy 5000 bushels of wheat in July. In the same period, the farmer instructs another broker to enter into a contract to deliver 5000 bushels of wheat in July. As the party who agrees to buy the commodity, the miller is in the long position (going long). The farmer is instead in the short position (going short) as she agrees to deliver the commodity. Each contract always involves both positions. Under an open outcry system, floor traders would meet up to agree on a price. On an electronic platform instead, brokers would match bids and offers via computer-trading networks. The price agreed – let us say $4 per bushel – is the current futures price for July wheat, which is subject to fluctuations in supply and demand.

Conceptually, futures are very similar to forwards since both contracts involve the future delivery of an asset at a price agreed today. However, there are three key differences. First, the two instruments are traded on different markets. Being standardised products, futures are bought and sold on organised exchanges. Second, the miller and the farmer do not meet up personally, but refer to their brokers who in turn relate to the exchange’s clearing house as their counterpart. In other words, it is the clearing house which sells the wheat to the miller’s broker and buys it from the farmer’s
broker, clearing and settling the contract. Third, and this is a fundamental innovation in derivatives trading, the two parties are not bound to exchange the actual commodity at the expiration of a contract. The majority of futures positions are closed out before being exercised at expiration, making the market for futures work practically through a process of cash settlement (Levy, 2006). Profits and losses are calculated on the basis of the daily price movements of futures, whilst the accounts of both long and short positions are adjusted for gains and losses at the end of each trading day.

Since futures can be easily closed out before expiration, exercising the contract for delivery is very unusual. Closing out a position means entering into a contract that is the opposite of the original one (Hull, 2009, p. 23). For example, the miller – who bought a July wheat futures contract on 5 March – can close out the position by instructing the broker to sell one July wheat futures contract on, say, 6 May. The farmer who is in a short position would do the opposite. In both cases, total gain or loss are determined by the difference in the futures prices between the day in which they entered the first contract (5 March for the miller) and the day when the contract is closed out.

To clarify the use of these mechanisms, let us refer to a historical case which is based on the insightful research conducted by Levy (2006, pp. 312–13). In February 1892, Andrew J. Sawyer – a grain trader and CBOT member – testified before the US House Committee on Agriculture during the Hatch bill hearings. This bill sought to curb speculation by restricting futures trading without the actual exchange of the underlying commodity (Markham,
Sawyer explained to the Committee how he used futures markets for hedging purposes: ‘suppose we are handling 100,000 bushels a day and we can sell in Minneapolis, Buffalo, Montreal, or New York only 75,000 bushels a day, say that is all we can sell. We have then 25,000 bushels left on our hands which we can not sell, there being no market for it’ (House Committee on Agriculture, 1892, p. 31). Sawyer could hold these 25,000 bushels, but what would have happened if after six months the price for wheat had declined even further? In this case, he needed to insure his business against such event. At this point Sawyer could sell wheat futures to traders in the CBOT pits. If two days after entering into the contract, the current market price was below the contract price, Sawyer would have profited. He would close out his position, obtaining the capital necessary to keep storing the 25,000 bushels. On the contrary, if the futures market price had turned against him, Sawyer would have incurred losses on his futures position. However, in this case, he would have at least delivered the 25,000 bushels of wheat on the cash market, where the actual commodity is bought on the spot.

Sawyer represented a typical example of hedger, a market participant who used futures as a form of insurance against the risk involved in his business operations. In other words, he speculated on futures markets, but only with the intention of either closing out his position before expiration – therefore making a profit to be reinvested in his business – or effectively delivering the actual commodity at the end of the contract. Besides hedgers, futures markets attracted many traders who were hardly interested in the
actual exchange of wheat. In fact, contracts were only rarely exercised at expiration. How did advocates of futures trading justify the presence of speculators in the pits? Although compared to gamblers by the people outside the exchanges, speculators nonetheless appeared to other market participants as essential providers of liquidity. By buying and selling contracts in search for a profitable trend, they went long or short when they anticipated prices to respectively increase or decrease. In so doing, whilst satisfying their thirst for quick profits, speculators made sure that hedgers like Sawyer always found counterparts to their actual trading needs (Levy, 2006, p. 325).

Contemporary literature on derivatives widely acknowledges this distinction between hedgers and speculators. The two broad categories include myriad of market participants such as banks, institutional investors, central banks, governments, companies, wealthy individuals and retail investors. These actors, either directly or indirectly, enter into futures and other derivatives contracts to hedge risk or take risk. Paradoxically, the two facets are intertwined and support each other.

In this study, I contend that such hedging-speculation dualism is of limited heuristic value because it fails to account for a pivotal dimension of derivatives markets: these instruments provide opportunities to avoid regulation and to window-dress accounting rules. To be sure, as long as we focus on trading in organised exchanges and futures or options as instruments, we can easily explain the use of derivatives-based techniques through the hedging–speculation dichotomy. Yet, things are quite different as
soon as we examine OTC markets and particularly swaps instruments, a scenario that Partnoy (2009, p. 18) describes as the ‘wild Wild West of trading’.

The swaps market expanded dramatically since the 1980s because investors found these tools useful to hedge their risk exposures towards volatility in interest rates and exchange rates (Markham, 2002, p. 192). According to the conventional argument – based on the theory of comparative advantage – the swap market makes possible for both parties to borrow and repay at the globally lowest costs in interest-rate structure and currency (Hull, 2009, pp. 147–76). To be sure, these features are true to a certain extent. However, as Partnoy (2009, p. 46, my italic) explains in reference to the case of the investment bank Bankers Trust:

companies would do swaps not necessarily because swaps allocated risk more efficiently, but rather because they were unregulated. They could do swaps in the dark, without the powerful sunlight that securities regulation shined on other financial instruments. And here was the crucial point: to the extent companies and their financial officers could use custom-tailored swaps to avoid regulation or to hide risks, Bankers Trust’s profits from selling swaps to those companies might not disappear so quickly. Corporate treasurers hoping to benefit from such swaps would pay a premium – it wasn’t their money, after all – if the swaps were structured in a way that created more opportunity for profit, but hid the risks from their bosses.
In the following sections, I attempt to uncover such dark side of derivatives by exploring the case of Italian municipalities and their use of swaps. I show how swaps can become tools of accounting dissimulation – or, as some financial journalists would put it, ‘weapons of mass deception’ (Dunbar 2006; Norris 2013). This aspect is crucial to explain the politically driven and differential expansion of derivatives practices. I base my analysis on previous research results which I published in Lagna (2015).

**<A>Italian municipalities and derivatives: a story of political resistance against fiscal austerity**

The historical conditions for Italian local authorities to approach OTC derivatives markets emerged in the mid-1990s. During these years, a domestic alliance between centre-left politicians and neo-liberal-minded technocrats pushed for Italy to join the euro in 1999 by complying with the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP). European integration represented a leverage to their power position because it functioned as an ‘external constraint’ (Sbragia, 2001; Dyson and Featherstone, 1996) on the country’s traditional political-cum-business establishment, which had until then relied on the dissipation of public finance (Pasquino, 2000, p. 79), full control over state-owned industrial and financial apparatus (Bianchi, 1987) and, finally, a
corporate governance regime that worked to the advantage of private blockholders (Deeg, 2005; McCann, 2000).

At the same time, as Italy faced the imperative to reduce public debt and deficits under the dictates of the SGP (Cafruny and Ryner, 2008; Heipertz and Verdun, 2005, 2004), the neo-liberal coalition also advanced the benefits of a fiscal and administrative decentralisation (Alonso, 2012). The costs and benefits of decentralisation in Italy had been debated since the 1980s, but the process gained momentum only with the first ‘Bassanini’ law in 1997 (Italian Parliament, 1997). It was eventually finalised with the consolidated law on local authorities in 2000 (Italian Government, 2000) and, eventually, the reform of the constitutional law in 2001 (Italian Parliament, 2001a). The latter granted local authorities wider margins of autonomy in their revenue and expenditure decisions, a process which gradually continued until the present time (Italian Parliament, 2010b). These reforms opened up new scenarios for local authorities by dismantling the old system of sub-sovereign finance where the central government collected most part of the inland revenues and then transferred funds to local authorities. Moreover, when state transfers were insufficient, local administrators financed their investments through fixed-rate loans from public banks such as Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (Rosati, 2009, p. 4).

Thus, whilst the level of state transfers began to decrease in line with EU-imposed budgetary limits, local authorities gradually obtained more autonomy in the management of their revenue and expenditure flows. In this context, they faced the necessity – or the opportunity – of approaching
financial markets, instruments and actors beyond the traditional public sphere (Saccomanni, 2007, p. 17). In a word, local authorities began to move within new institutions and discourses of a financialised kind. Derivatives and particularly interest rate swaps emerged as fundamental practices of this new environment. As a council member of a Southern Italian municipality explained in a bizarre comparison, ‘swaps became very fashionable … bank brokers contacted budget assessori relentlessly … just like solar-panel companies are doing today’ (Interview, 31 August 2012, my translation).\(^5\)

The construction of a regulatory framework concerning the use of derivatives in local finance mirrored the course of events. Regulation acknowledged swaps for the first time in 1996. Local authorities were allowed to issue bonds since 1994 and, in this regard, they were obliged to enter into currency swaps contracts when bonds were denominated in foreign currencies (MEF, 1996; Italian Parliament, 1994). Besides this, there was no specific regulation concerning the adoption of other types of swaps up until the period 2001–04 (MEF, 2004, 2003; Italian Parliament, 2001b).\(^6\) It is only at this point that a specific regulatory regime was put in place to discipline the growing use of derivatives in local finance. Although this regulation was updated in few occasions (Italian Parliament, 2006), its basic pillars remained substantially unchanged until the summer of 2008 when the government enacted a moratorium that prohibited local governments from entering into new contracts (Italian Parliament, 2008a, 2008b). This regulatory architecture can be summarised in the following six features (see Franco, 2009, pp. 18–22, 46; Rosati, 2009, pp. 9–11, 15–18):
Local authorities were allowed to use derivatives only to hedge existing liabilities and not for speculative purposes.

They were obliged to use currency swaps when issuing bonds in foreign currencies, as well as amortising swaps when issuing bonds (or taking out loans) with single repayments at maturity.

They were allowed to use currency swaps, interest rate swaps, forward rate agreements, amortizing swaps and interest rate options (caps, collars).

They could have restructured their debt positions but could not have done so with the objective of postponing the maturity of the initial debt. Moreover, these operations could not have included an upfront sum above 1 per cent of the notional amount or an increasing flow of payments by the local authority to the counterparty over the duration of the contract.

Local governments were obliged to enter into contracts with highly creditworthy dealers only and by using financial and monetary parameters belonging to G7-area. Moreover, for contracts of approximately €100 million (notional value), they should have limited exposure to a single intermediary at 25 per cent of the total notional amount.

The Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) was responsible for monitoring derivatives activities every three months. Bank of Italy and the Italian securities market authority (CONSOB) were both
responsible for controlling financial intermediaries and their derivatives operations with local authorities.

At this point, a key question arises: Why did local authorities adopt derivatives? Under growing financial constraints, they attempted to make a virtue of the new financialised practices. The mainstream economic understanding shows that these actors aimed at optimising the costs of the debt portfolio by restructuring the debt position. This was done in the attempt to free part of those financial resources that were previously used to serve the debt, therefore generating more liquidity in the budget at a time in which the latter was drying up.

For instance, a municipality in the Apulia region decided to restructure its debt by closing over 60 fixed-rate loans – of the total value of over €10 millions – which were contracted with Cassa Depositi e Prestiti in the period 1997–2004. At the same time, the municipality issued municipal bonds known in Italy as buoni ordinari comunali (BOC) at a fixed rate of 3.75 per cent for the same value and with a 20-year maturity. A specialised bank assisted the issuing process in all its phases and underwrote the entire lot of bonds. In other words, the municipality had the opportunity to extinguish its debt – in the form of loans – and issued bonds to ‘catch the opportunity arising from favourable levels of market rates’ (Interview, 4 September 2012, my translation). The interest rate swap entered the picture in 2006. How did it work in practice?

The very same bank proposed the municipality to enter into a fixed-to-floating interest rate swap. It is important to remember that this swap did not
substitute the previous commitments that the municipality had on the 20-year-maturity bond. It was instead a separate contract that worked like a bet where the bank was the fixed-rate payer and the municipality was the floating-rate payer. In this type of swap, the nature of the bet was that the fixed-rate payer had a negative flow of funds towards the floating-rate payer when the interest rate went down and vice versa. Due to the interest-rate scenarios, the municipality had initially a positive flow of funds. In practical terms, the municipality still paid a fixed-rate of 3.75% on its bonds, but this interest was discounted of certain basis points in line with the funds that derived from the swap bet in variable terms. However, as interest rates rose, the initial positive flows turned negative for the municipality. Hence, the opportunity was not as attractive as it had been in the beginning.

Apart for the common economic rationale behind the use of derivatives by local authorities, there is another dimension of the story that relates to the Italian power relations. This story clearly highlights the politicised strategies of Italian local governments and how they attempted to challenge the neoliberal institutions of fiscal austerity as constructed since the 1990s. In fact, by looking at several specific cases of municipalities, it becomes clear that the latter employed interest rate swaps because of a key accounting element, namely: the *upfront*.

This is a sum that the bank advanced to a given municipality to set the contract in a market-neutral position. It happened when the swap was of a ‘non-par’ type, meaning that, when the two parties entered into the contract, the swap presented a negative market value for one of the two parties – in
this case, the municipality. As a result, the bank brought the contract to a par condition by advancing an upfront sum to the municipality which should be equivalent to the negative market value the local government was exposed to at the signing of the contract (Rosati, 2009, pp. 1–2). This aspect presented a crucial accounting artifice. Municipalities considered the upfront as a revenue rather than a debt. For this reason, they circumvented the budget constraint of 15 per cent of the debt-to-revenue ratio as imposed by the patto di stabilità interno – that is, the domestic equivalent of the SGP. In other words, local governments inflated the revenue side of the ratio whilst leaving the debt-side unchanged. Paradoxically, the upfront turned into a virtue to be potentially used for creating mass consensus at a local level (Carlini, 2010).

Indeed, as Sanderson, Dinmore and Tett (2010) pointed out:

<QM>

In the revolving-door world of Italian local politics, each new administration wanted its own upfront, so asked their bankers to restructure the deal to release more cash in advance. The terms of the swap tended to become more restrictive each time. Some banks covered the cost of the upfront fee by pricing the interest rate swap more aggressively, so that only in unusual circumstances would the entity receive more each period than it paid out.... In other cases, upper and lower limits on the movement of interest rates ensured the upside for the local authorities was reduced and downside risks were magnified.
When the global financial crisis occurred in 2008, Italian local authorities had already spurred a heated controversy concerning their use of financial derivatives, particularly owing to the substantial losses they incurred. According to data from the Bank of Italy (Bankitalia, 2009, p. 22; 2014, p. 22), 349 local governments – including regions, provinces and municipalities – had a negative mark-to-market exposure to derivatives of €600 million in December 2005. This figure increased to 600 local authorities with a negative market value of €737 million by December 2006. In December 2008, the number of local governments declined to 474 but the negative market value went up to approximately €1 billion. Since then, although the number of local authorities with currently open derivatives positions declined, the amount of losses increased to above €1.2 billion in June 2014 (latest data available), with a peak of €1.5 billion in December 2012. It is important to note that these data only concern the activities of financial intermediaries that operate in Italy. Yet, larger local authorities typically contracted with foreign operators, which account for an approximately 60 per cent market share. In other words, the data represent an approximation that underestimates a much broader phenomenon (Franco, 2009, pp. 26–7). Losses could even reach €10 billion according to the Financial Times (Sanderson et al., 2010). In this context, the government imposed the above-mentioned moratorium that
prevented local administrations from entering into derivatives contracts until a new regulation was agreed upon.

After this, the events concerning the use of derivatives in local finance evolved along two major paths. First, regions, provinces and municipalities either closed out their contracts – in the majority of cases, at a loss – or filed lawsuits against financial intermediaries in the attempt to invalidate their contracts. Media became very attentive to several trials involving major cities, most notably Milan (Sirletti and Martinuzzi, 2014; Martinuzzi, 2013). Second, regulators began to work on a new regulatory framework to discipline the matter whilst the parliament led a two-year investigation on the matter (Italian Parliament, 2010a). In September 2009, MEF (2009) released a provisional draft of this regulation that was also discussed by the parliament. The draft focused on three main aspects:

- The types of derivatives contracts available to local authorities.
- The derivatives components that local authorities could have included in their financing strategies.
- The transparency of information to be presented both in the contract profiles and the annual budget report.

Although the first two dimensions did not present substantial innovations, the last aspect concerning transparency implied instead important changes. To begin with, besides being obliged to communicate to the client the par value and the implicit costs of the contract at least every three months, intermediaries were supposed to include in the contract profile elements
such as: a full description in Italian language of all the contract details; the par value at the start of the contract; an analytical description of all the factors that constitute not only the derivative instrument per se, but the entire portfolio in which the derivative contract is included; a numerical simulation about the implicit cost of the contract – this aspect led to a controversial debate between those who preferred probability analysis and the Italian Banking Association (ABI) which proposed instead sensitivity analysis (Italian Parliament, 2011). In addition to this, the new regulation increased also the controls over the specific procedures that local administrators would undertake when using derivatives. In this regard, municipal treasures had to indicate – both in the annual budget report for the next year (bilancio di previsione) and for the previous year (rendiconto) – the full picture of derivatives activities, including: the type of operation; the notional principal amount; the underlying liability; the past and expected negative and positive flow of payments. Furthermore, local authorities had to indicate the ratio between the debt that the derivative operation refers to and the total debt position. Finally, they were required to establish a so-called ‘risk fund’ to cover the negative payments which could incur in the derivatives positions.

Eventually, owing to its complexity, the debate reached a stalemate. Thus, in December 2013 – five years after the enactment of the moratorium – the short-lived government led by Enrico Letta opted to permanently prohibit local authorities from using derivatives, leaving only the possibility to use interest rate caps on their actual loans (Italian Parliament, 2013). This solution is similar to the British case where local authorities are prohibited from
entering into derivatives transactions because they do not possess the necessary knowledge and skills. The House of Lord took this exemplary decision in 1989 after the London borough of Hammersmith and Fulham incurred losses of several hundred million pounds in one of the most infamous derivatives fiascos (Geisst, 2002, pp. 260–3).⁹

Whilst Italian regulators took this course of action, other European member states did not follow it and still allow local governments to embrace financial innovation. This is the case despite the fact that large derivatives debacles involving municipalities occurred in countries such as Germany and France (Dodd, 2010) – see for instance the City of Saint Etienne (Katz, 2010) and Pforzheim (Hendrikse and Sidaway, 2013).

Concluding remarks

Alan Greenspan (2003) – Chairman of the US Federal Reserve System from 1987 until 2006 – commented on the global growth of derivatives markets with the following words:

For at least the past twenty years, the process of financial globalization has been rapidly advancing. The development of new financial products, notably a wide variety of OTC derivatives, and the removal of many barriers to international capital mobility have tightened linkages among global financial markets. As a result, capital
has flowed more freely across national borders in search of the
highest risk-adjusted rates of return. At some point, globalization
undoubtedly will reach maturity. Financial innovation will slow as we
approach a world in which financial markets are complete in the sense
that all financial risks can be efficiently transferred to those most
willing to bear them.

This perspective is common amongst mainstream financial theorists, who
understand the striking expansion of derivatives in the light of how these
instruments give investors the tools necessary to hedge risk in a calculated
manner. Derivatives are fundamental to make financial markets ‘complete’ in
the theoretical sense given by Arrow and Debreu (1954).

Against this view, I have contended that it is necessary to transcend
the orthodox narrative on derivatives to explore the actual politics and power
relations underlying the global spread of modern financial innovation. In fact,
the striking growth of derivatives is a global process that unfolds differentially
depending on context-specific political struggles. To substantiate this
argument, I have attempted to explore the ‘underbelly’ of derivatives
markets, a scenario that is made of regulatory arbitrage and accounting
dissimulation. Wielding derivatives as ‘weapons of mass deception’ (Dunbar,
2006; Norris, 2013) is a very useful practice in the context of power conflicts.
After this, I have focused on the case of local governments in Italy and how
they employed derivatives to challenge the regime of fiscal austerity that –
imposed by domestic neoliberal forces since the 1990s – left local communities at the end of their tether.
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The example of forward contracts is based on Bryan and Rafferty (2006, p. 41).

The example of futures contracts is based on Hull (2009, pp. 21–43).

Besides hedgers and speculators, there are also market participants – known as arbitrageurs – who attempt to identify valuation discrepancies and profit from them (Hull, 2009, pp. 14–15; MacKenzie, 2003).

The theory of comparative advantage applied to a fixed-to-floating interest rate swap would work in the following way – the example is based on Hull (2009, pp. 147–76) and Valdez and Molyneux (2013, pp. 434–41). Imagine that company A and company B need to borrow funds. A is able to borrow more cheaply than B at either a fixed or floating interest rate, but has a greater comparative advantage in a fixed interest rate. Yet, A would prefer borrowing at a floating interest rate. On the contrary, B prefers a fixed interest rate but – owing to its lower credit rating – such fixed rate is not as attractive as the floating one. To sum up the hypothetical scenario: (a) A can raise fixed-rate funds at 7% or floating at the LIBOR rate. A prefers floating interest rate, but has a comparative advantage on fixed-interest-rate borrowing; (b) B has to pay a fixed interest rate of 10%, whilst can borrow floating at the LIBOR rate +1%. Company B prefers fixed interest rate, but the floating rate is cheaper than the fixed one. Hence, A raises funds from its lender at 7% fixed interest rate, whilst B borrows from its lender at a floating rate equal to the LIBOR rate +1%. However, both companies decide to enter into an interest rate swap on a given notional principal amount – which will not be exchanged – and for a given period of time. The terms of such swap agreement are the following: (a) A agrees to pay B the floating rate which equals to the LIBOR rate; (b) B agrees to pay, let us suppose, 8% fixed interest rate to A. In other words, the swap allows: (a) A to pay 7% fixed interest rate to its lender, but the company receives 8% fixed interest rate from B. This is a profit of 1% which in actual terms makes A pay B the LIBOR rate – 1% – even less that what A would pay if the company borrowed funds directly with a floating interest rate; (b) B pays LIBOR rate +1% to its lender, but receives the LIBOR rate from A. This is a cost of 1% which adds up to the 8% fixed interest rate B pays to A, for a total of 9% fixed interest rate. This last rate is still less than the 10% fixed interest rate B was required to pay if the company had borrowed funds directly at a fixed rate. Please note that the swap contract is distinct from the respective contracts in which the two companies previously enter into. In other words, A still pays its fixed interest rate of 7% and B pays LIBOR +1%. The example above is simplified to the extent that it does not take into account of differences in interest rates which are in reality of a few basis points. Moreover, this simplified case does not consider the fundamental role of financial intermediaries. In reality, A and B would not contact each other directly to arrange the swap, but each would deal with a swap dealer.

The interviewee agreed that the information given to me was not be individually ascribed. Italian municipalities are governed by a mayor (sindaco), a municipal executive (giunta comunale) and a municipal council (consiglio comunale) as the legislative body. The interviewee refers to the assessori comunali who are the members of the executive. Each assessore has responsibility for a specific department such as budget, urban affairs, sport and so on. Council members are instead known as consiglieri comunali.

The use of derivatives by private actors was instead regulated by the 1998 consolidated law on finance (Italian Government, 1998).

The following case is based on two interviews (4–5 September 2012) with the head of the financial services of the municipality in question, as well as the official documents that were kindly provided by the interviewee after request to the mayor. The interviewee agreed that the information given to me was not be individually ascribed and the name of the municipality was not to be mentioned – although the official documents concerning the specific swap operation are publicly available via request to the mayor.

From 2009 onwards, interest-rate scenarios changed and started approaching 0%. However, the municipality kept loosing money due to the interest-rate collar. The specific interest rate was the 6-month Euribor.
See Dunbar (2014) for an analysis of how several banks circumvented British regulation by embedding derivatives inside contracts known as lender option borrower option (LOBO).